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FACTORIALITY AND TYPE CLASSIFICATION OF
k-GRAPH VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS
DILIAN YANG
Abstract. Let F+
θ
be a single vertex k-graph, and piω(Oθ)
′′ be
the von Neumann algebra induced from the GNS representation of
a distinguished state ω of its k-graph C*-algebraOθ. In this paper,
we prove the factoriality of piω(Oθ)
′′ and further determine its type,
when either F+
θ
has the little pull-back property, or the intrinsic
group of F+
θ
has rank 0. The key step to achieve this is to show
that the fixed point algebra of the modular action corresponding
to ω has a unique tracial state.
1. Introduction
Since the work [KP00] of Kumjian and Pask, higher rank graph (or
k-graph) algebras have been extensively studied. See, for example,
[FS02, HRSW13, HLRS13, KP00, KPS11, KPS12, PRRS06, Rae05,
RSY03, RSY04] to mention but a few and the references therein for
self-adjoint algebras, and [DPY08, DY09, DPY10, FY13, KP06, Pow07]
for non-self-adjoint algebras. Being a special case, single vertex k-
graph algebras provide a very important and intriguing class [DY09].
In particular, single vertex 2-graph algebras are systematically studied
in [DPY08, DPY10, DY10, FY13, Yan10, Yan13].
Roughly speaking, a single vertex k-graph is a unital semigroup F+θ
having k types of generators. The generators from the same type form
a unital free semigroup, while the generators from distinct types satisfy
a family θ of permutations. It is often useful to think of a k-graph as a
k-coloured directed graph, whose type i-generators are edges with i-th
colour (1 ≤ i ≤ k). The graph C*-algebra of F+θ is denoted byOθ, which
is the universal C*-algebra for the Cuntz-type representations of F+θ .
The universal property of Oθ yields a family of gauge automorphisms.
Integrating those automorphisms over the k-torus Tk gives a faithful
expectation Φ0 of Oθ onto the core F (i.e. the fixed point algebra of the
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gauge action) of Oθ. It is known that F is a UHF algebra. Particularly,
F has a unique tracial state, denoted by τ . Then τ and Φ0 induce a
distinguished faithful state ω of Oθ, namely, ω := τ ◦ Φ0. Let πω(Oθ)
′′
denote the von Neumann algebra induced from the GNS representation
of ω. Slightly abusing the terminology, we will simply call it the k-
graph von Neumann algebra associated to F+θ (induced from ω). As in
[Yan10] for k = 2, one can obtain an explicit formula for the modular
automorphism σt (t ∈ R) of πω(Oθ)
′′ corresponding to ω. Identifying
Oθ with πω(Oθ) yields a C*-dynamical system (Oθ,R, σ).
In [Yan10, Yan13], we initiate the study of the factoriality and type
of πω(Oθ)
′′ for a single vertex 2-graph F+θ . Let m and n be the numbers
of the blue and red edges of F+θ , respectively. It is shown in [Yan10]
that if lnm
lnn
6∈ Q, then πω(Oθ)
′′ is a type III1 (AFD) factor. In order to
obtain the factoriality of πω(Oθ)
′′ when lnm
lnn
∈ Q for (aperiodic) 2-graph
F+θ , we carefully study the structure of the fixed point algebra O
σ
θ of the
modular action σ. It is proved in [Yan13] that Oσθ is a crossed product
of the core F by Z. Under the assumption that Oσθ has a unique tracial
state, we are able to show that πω(Oθ)
′′ is a type IIIλ factor, where
0 < λ < 1 is completely determined by m and n. It is asked in [Yan13]
if this assumption that Oσθ has a unique tracial state is redundant.
In this paper, we answer this affirmatively when F+θ has the little
pull-back property (see Section 2.1 below for its definition). Actually
we are able to obtain much more. Before going further, let us introduce
an important group G associated to F+θ :
G =
{
g = (g1, . . . , gk) ∈ Z
k |
k∏
i=1
mgii = 1
}
,
where mi is the number of i-th coloured edges of F
+
θ (1 ≤ i ≤ k). G
is called the intrinsic group of F+θ . In general, 0 ≤ rankG ≤ k− 1. In
this paper, we prove that πω(Oθ)
′′ is a factor and further determine its
type, when either F+θ has the little pull-back property, or the intrinsic
group of F+θ has rank 0. To this end, we carefully study the structure
of the fixed point algebra Oσθ , and show that O
σ
θ has the property of
possessing a unique tracial state.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
some backgrounds needed later are briefly given. We first investigate
the modular theory of k-graph algebras in Section 3. Since it is similar
to the case of k = 2 studied in [Yan10], we sketch it here and only
give somehow more unified proofs when necessary. Then we study the
structure of the fixed point algebra Oσθ . It is proved that O
σ
θ is a C*-
algebra generated by the standard generators of Oθ with degrees in G.
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When rankG = 1, it is a crossed product of F by Z. In Section 4, we
show that Oσθ has the Dixmier property if F
+
θ has the little pull-back
property, and so it has a unique tracial state. This is obtained as a
consequence of the fact that Oθ enjoys a property stronger than the
Dixmier property. To this end, it needs some careful analysis about
a class of averaging operators in Oθ. Those averaging operators are
induced from unitaries in the algebraic part of the core F. The idea of
this part is strongly influenced by the work [Arc80] of Archbold. Our
mains theorems are stated and proved in Section 5.
We should mention that after the first version of this paper was cir-
culated in 2013, very recently the main results of this paper have been
generalized in [LLNSW15] by using completely different approaches.
Let us finish off this introduction by fixing our notation and conven-
tions.
Notation and Conventions. There is a natural coordinate-wise par-
tial ordering on Zk: p, q ∈ Zk with p ≤ q ⇐⇒ pi ≤ qi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
For p, q ∈ Zk, p∨ q and p∧ q denote the coordinate-wise maximum and
minimum of p and q, respectively. Let p+ = p ∨ 0, and p− = (−p) ∨ 0.
Set Nk = {p ∈ Zk : p ≥ 0}. Then p = p+ − p− with p+, p− in N
k and
p+ ∧ p− = 0.
For a nonzero n ∈ N we use the following notation:
n = (n, . . . , n) ∈ Nk, n = {1, . . . , n}.
In this paper, every C*-algebra A is assumed to be unital. The group
of its unitaries is denoted by U(A), and its centre is written as Z(A).
By an endomorphism of A, we always mean a unital, *-endomorphism.
Let εi (1 ≤ i ≤ k) be the standard generators for Z
k. From now on,
we always assume that F+θ is a fixed single vertex k-graph with mi i-th
coloured generators (i.e., of degree ǫi) (1 ≤ i ≤ k).
If F+θ is periodic (equivalently, Oθ is not simple), then it is known that
the centre of Oθ is isomorphic to C(T
s) for some s ≥ 1 [DY09, DY10].
So πω(Oθ)
′′ is not a factor in this case. Hence, throughout the rest of
this paper, we always assume that F+θ is aperiodic, unless otherwise
specified. In particular, this implies that mi > 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k
[DY09]. Set
m := (m1, . . . , mk),
and we use the multi-index notation: for p ∈ Zk, mp :=
∏
k
i=1m
pi
i .
Finally, if p ∈ Nk, the set of words in F+θ of degree p is denoted by
Λp = {w ∈ F+θ | d(w) = p}.
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2. Preliminaries
The main sources of this section are [Arc80, DPY08, DY09, Exe08,
KP00, Rae05, Yan10].
2.1. k-graphs. Kumjian and Pask [KP00] define a k-graph as a small
category Λ with a degree map d : Λ → Nk satisfying the factorization
property : for every λ ∈ Λ and p, q ∈ Nk with d(λ) = p + q, there are
unique elements µ, ν ∈ Λ such that λ = µν with d(µ) = p and d(ν) = q.
Recall that a k-graph Λ is finitely aligned if for every µ, ν ∈ Λ one
has
Λmin(µ, ν) := {(ξ, η) ∈ Λ× Λ : µξ = νη and d(µξ) = d(µ) ∨ d(ν)}
is finite.
Definition 2.1. We say that Λ is singly aligned, if |Λmin(µ, ν)| ≤ 1 for
every (µ, ν) ∈ Λ× Λ.
An obvious weaker notion is the following.
Definition 2.2. A k-graph Λ is said to have the little pull-back property
if |Λmin(e, f)| ≤ 1, whenever e, f are edges of Λ with distinct degrees.
To my best knowledge, the little pull-back property was first in-
troduced by Exel in [Exe08] in order to apply his tight representation
theory to k-graphs. This property has nice and clear geometrical mean-
ing in the commuting-square representation. It turns out that that the
little pull-back property and single alignment are equivalent ([Exe08]).
In this paper, we focus on single vertex k-graphs. Their definition
can be equivalently stated as follows.
Definition 2.3. A single vertex k-graph F+θ is a unital semigroup gen-
erated by {eis : s ∈mi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, which satisfies the following proper-
ties:
(fsg). {eis : s ∈mi} generates a unital free semigroup F
+
mi
;
(θ-CR). There is a family of permutations θ = {θij : θij ∈ Smi×mj for 1 ≤
i < j ≤ k}, such that the following θ-commutation relations
hold
eise
j
t = e
j
t′e
i
s′ where θij(s, t) = (s
′, t′).
(Cubic). Every three sets of generators {eit1 , e
j
t2 , e
k
t3} satisfy the follow-
ing cubic condition:
eit1e
j
t2
ekt3 = e
i
t1
ekt′3e
j
t′2
= ekt′′3 e
i
t′1
ej
t′2
= ekt′′3 e
j
t′′2
eit′′1
= ejt2′ e
i
t1′
ekt3 = e
j
t2′
ekt3′e
i
t1′′
= ekt3′′ e
j
t2′′
eit1′′
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=⇒ eit′′1 = e
i
t1′′
, ej
t′′2
= ejt2′′ , e
k
t′′3
= ekt3′′ .
By the above definition, for k = 2, every permutation completely
determines a 2-graph. But for k ≥ 3, not every family θ of permutations
yields a k-graph. The above cubic condition requires, very roughly
speaking, that a word of degree (1, 1, 1) should be well defined. Thus
F+θ is a k-graph if and only if the restriction of F
+
θ to every triple family
of edges {eis, e
j
t , e
k
u} is a 3-graph.
Return to the little pull-back property. One can see that F+θ has
the little pull-back property if and only if so is every 2-graph {eis, e
j
t}.
By [DY09], if F+θ has the little pull-back property, then it has to be
aperiodic; however, the converse does not hold in general. The little
pull-back property seems to be restrictive. But it is actually not very
so. It is known in [Pow07] that there are essentially only nine single
vertex 2-graphs with 2 blue and 2 red edges. One can easily check
that all aperiodic graphs have the little pull-back property (and so are
singly aligned) except only one(!) given by θ = ((1, 1), (2, 1), (1, 2)).
2.2. k-graph algebras. Recall from [FY13] that an n-tuple V = (V1, ..., Vn)
of operators in a C*-algebra A is said to be of Cuntz-type if
V ∗i Vj = δi,j and
n∑
i=1
ViV
∗
i = I.
Namely, Vi’s are orthogonal isometries, and satisfy the defect free prop-
erty in the terminology of [DPY08, DPY10, DY10, DY09].
Let F+θ be a k-graph, and E
i = (Ei1, . . . , E
i
mi
) (1 ≤ i ≤ k). We call
[E1, . . . , Ek] a representation of F+θ if it satisfies (θ-CR):
EisE
j
t = E
j
t′E
i
s′ when θij(s, t) = (s
′, t′)
for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, s ∈ mi, t ∈ mj . This representation is simply
denoted as E. E is said to be of Cuntz-type, if every Ei is of Cuntz-type
(1 ≤ i ≤ k).
Definition 2.4. The k-graph C*-algebra of F+θ , denoted as Oθ, is the
universal C*-algebra for Cuntz-type representations of F+θ .
So Oθ is the C*-algebra generated by F
+
θ with the universal property
that every Cuntz-type representation of F+θ extends uniquely a Cuntz-
type representation of Oθ. Also, we reserve the notation sej
t
, simply
written as sjt (1 ≤ j ≤ k, t ∈mj), for the generators of Oθ.
For w in F+θ , by θ-commutation relations (θ-CR), one can always
write w = u1 · · ·uk with ui being a word of e
i’s. The degree of w is
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defined by d(w) = (|u1|, . . . , |uk|), where |ui| is the length of ui. For
w = ej1t1 · · · e
jn
tn
∈ F+θ , we use the multi-index notation
sw = sej1
t1
· · · sejn
tn
= sj1t1 · · · s
jn
tn
.
The degree map d of F+θ can be extended as follows. By the universal
property of Oθ, there is a family of gauge automorphisms γt for t ∈ T
k
given by
γt(sw) = t
d(w)sw for all w ∈ F
+
θ .
For each n ∈ Zk, define a mapping Φn on Oθ via
Φn(A) =
∫
Tk
t−nγt(A)dt for all A ∈ Oθ.
So RanΦn is a spectral subspace of the gauge action γ. If A ∈ RanΦn,
we say that the degree of A is n, and write d(A) = n. So in particular
d(sus
∗
v) = d(u)− d(v) for u, v ∈ F
+
θ .
It turns out that Φ0 is of particular importance to us. It is a faithful
expectation onto the core Oγθ . Furthermore, O
γ
θ is a
∏
k
i=1m
∞
i -UHF
algebra:
F := RanΦ0 = O
γ
θ =
⋃
n≥1
Fn,
where
Fn = span{sus
∗
v : d(u) = d(v) = n}
is the full matrix algebra M∏k
i=1 m
n
i
. (See [Yan10] for the explanation
why one can only consider such special elements n in Nk.) Let τ be the
(unique) tracial state of F. With Φ0, τ induces a distinguished faithful
state ω on Oθ by
ω(A) = τ(Φ0(A)) for all A ∈ Oθ.
Let πω(Oθ)
′′ be the von Neumann algebra generated by the GNS rep-
resentation of ω. When no confusion is caused, we shall omit the
subscript ω and write π(Oθ)
′′ for short. Abusing the terminology, we
give the following definition.
Definition 2.5. The von Neumann algebra π(Oθ)
′′ is called the k-graph
von Neumann algebra associated to F+θ (induced from ω).
Also, since π is faithful, we will often identify Oθ and π(Oθ). Refer
to [DY09, Yan10] and the references therein for more details about this
subsection.
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2.3. Endomorphisms of C*-algebras arising from Cuntz-type
tuples. Let A be a C*-algebra. Let V = (V1, . . . , Vn) be an arbitrary
Cuntz-type tuple in A and C∗(V ) be the C*-algebra generated by Vi’s.
For p ∈ N, one has a Cuntz-type np-tuple: Vp = (Vw : w ∈ F
+
n , |w| = p).
As in [Yan10], we define
γp(A) =
∑
|w|=p
VwAV
∗
w for all A ∈ C
∗(V ).
Then γp is an endomorphism of C
∗(V ). Clearly, γp can be extended
to A, which is also denoted by γp, sometimes more precisely by γ
V
p in
order to emphasize the tuple V which gives rise to it.
Return to the k-graph C*-algebra Oθ. Let E = [E
1, ..., Ek] be a
Cuntz-type representation of Oθ. One obtains an endomorphism γp on
C∗(E) for p ∈ Nk. If Ei’s are from Oθ, then we have an endomorphism
γEp on Oθ:
γEp (A) =
∑
w∈Λp
EwAE
∗
w for all A ∈ Oθ. (1)
Here the multi-index notation Ew is similar to sw as above.
2.4. The Dixmier property. Let A be a C*-algebra and V be a
subgroup of the unitary group U(A) of A. For given U1, ..., Un ∈ V and
positive numbers λ1, ..., λn with
∑n
i=1 λi = 1, we define an averaging
operator α on A via
α(A) =
n∑
i=1
λiUiAU
∗
i for all A ∈ A.
We let Ave(A,V) denote the set of all such averaging operators. It is
easy to see that Ave(A,V) is a unital semigroup with composition as
the semigroup multiplication, and that every α ∈ Ave(A,V) is a unital
positive map. In particular, every averaging operator is contractive
and self-adjoint.
Definition 2.6. A C*-algebra A is said to have the Dixmier property
if, for every A ∈ A,
{α(A) : α ∈ Ave(A,U(A))}
‖·‖
∩ Z(A) 6= ∅.
We say that A satisfies the weak Dixmier property if, for every A ∈
A+ \ {0},
span{α(A) : α ∈ Ave(A,U(A))}
‖·‖
⊇ CI.
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The Dixmier property has been extensively studied. See, for ex-
ample, [Arc77, Arc79, Arc80, HZ84, Rie82], amongst others. It is well-
known that a simple C*-algebra with the Dixmier property has at most
one tracial state. Haagerup and Zsido´ [HZ84] showed the converse for
simple C*-algebras: every simple C*-algebra with at most one tracial
state has the Dixmier property. The weak Dixmier property is intro-
duced in [Rie82] in order to partially answer a question posed in [Arc79].
Clearly, the weak Dixmier property is weaker than the Dixmier prop-
erty. It is proved in [Rie82] that A satisfies the weak Dixmier property
if and only if A is simple and has a most one tracial state. So it is now
apparent that the Dixmier property and the weak Dixmier property are
equivalent for simple C*-algebras. One advantage of the weak Dixmier
property is that it implies simplicity.
3. The modular theory of Oθ and Structure of O
σ
θ
In this section, we first briefly discuss the modular theory of k-graph
C*-algebras. This is very similar to [Yan10] for k = 2. The associated
modular objects are explicitly given. They will be useful in calculating
the Connes spectrum of the modular operator. In the second part of
this section, we investigate the structure of Oσθ , the fixed point algebra
of the modular action corresponding to the distinguished state ω. Its
structure plays a critical role for what follows.
3.1. The modular theory of Oθ. Let
◦Oθ denote the algebraic alge-
bra generated by su’s. So
◦Oθ = span{sus
∗
v : u, v ∈ F
+
θ }. In the sequel,
for n ∈ Zk, we use Xn to denote the intersection of RanΦn and
◦Oθ:
Xn = span{sus
∗
v : u, v ∈ F
+
θ , d(u)− d(v) = n}.
So every element of Xn has degree n.
Recall from Section 2 that the distinguished faithful state ω is given
by ω = τ◦Φ0, where τ is the tracial state on F and Φ0 is the expectation
of Oθ onto the core F of Oθ. Let L
2(Oθ) be the GNS Hilbert space
determined by ω. So the inner product on L2(Oθ) is given by 〈A |
B〉 = ω(A∗B) for all A,B ∈ L2(Oθ). For A ∈ Oθ, we denote the left
action of A by πω(A), that is, πω(A)B = AB for all B in Oθ.
We now begin to give the modular objects in the celebrated Tomita-
Takesaki modular theory. Define an anti-linear operator S◦ on
◦Oθ ⊂
L2(Oθ) by
S◦(A) = A
∗ for all A ∈ ◦Oθ,
and another one F◦ on
◦Oθ, which acts on generators by
F◦(sus
∗
v) = m
d(u)−d(v)svs
∗
u,
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and then extend it anti-linearly.
As in [Yan10], we shall show that F◦ is indeed the adjoint of S◦. The
following proof is essentially the same as that of [Yan10, Lemma 5.2],
but in a slightly more unified way (even in the case of k = 2). A lemma
first, whose proof can be easily modified from that of [Yan10, Lemma
5.1] and so we omit it.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose u, v ∈ F+θ with d(u) = d(v). Then
τ(suAs
∗
v) = δu,v m
−d(u)τ(A) for all A ∈ F.
Lemma 3.2. Let S◦ and F◦ be defined as above. Then F◦ = S
∗
◦ :
〈S◦(A) | B〉 = 〈F◦(B) | A〉 for all A,B in
◦Oθ.
Proof. It suffices to prove this lemma for standard generators A,B in
◦Oθ. By the definitions of S◦ and F◦, we have
〈S◦(A) | B〉 = ω(AB), 〈F◦(B) | A〉 = m
d(B)ω(BA).
If d(A) + d(B) 6= 0, then neither AB nor BA belongs to F. So
〈S◦(A) | B〉 = 〈F◦(B) | A〉 = 0.
We now assume that d(A) + d(B) = 0. Assume d(A) = n ∈ Zk.
Then, by the θ-commutation relations, there are u1, v1, u2, v2 ∈ F
+
θ
with d(u1) = d(u2) = n+ and d(v1) = d(v2) = n−, and A
′, B′ in F such
that
A = su1A
′s∗v1 , B = sv2B
′s∗u2.
Then by Lemma 3.1 we have
ω(AB) = ω(su1A
′s∗v1sv2B
′s∗u2) = δv1, v2ω(su1A
′B′s∗u2)
= δv1,v2δu1,u2 m
d(u1)ω(A′B′),
ω(BA) = ω(sv2B
′s∗u2su1A
′s∗v1) = δu1, u2ω(sv2B
′A′s∗v1)
= δu1,u2δv1,v2 m
d(v1)ω(B′A′).
Thus
ω(AB) = md(v1)−d(u1)ω(BA) = md(v2)−d(u2)ω(BA) = md(B)ω(BA).
This ends the proof.
By Lemma 3.2, we particularly obtain that both F◦ and S◦ are clos-
able. We use F and S to denote their corresponding closures. The
closure S is called the Tomita operator. The following is well-known:
S and F have polar decompositions
S = J∆
1
2 = ∆−
1
2J, F = J∆−
1
2 = ∆
1
2J,
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where ∆ = FS is the modular operator, and J is the modular conjuga-
tion. By Lemma 3.2 we have
J(sus
∗
v) = m
d(u)−d(v)
2 svs
∗
u,
and for z ∈ C
∆z(sus
∗
v) = m
z(d(v)−d(u))sus
∗
v.
Some obvious modifications of the proof of [Yan10, Theorem 5.3]
shows that the algebra ◦Oθ, with the inner product 〈· | ·〉: 〈A | B〉 =
ω(A∗B), is a modular Hilbert algebra. Note that πω(Oθ)
′′ is nothing
but the left von Neumann algebra of ◦Oθ ([Tak03II]). The Tomita-
Takesaki modular theory says that
∆itπ(Oθ)
′′∆−it = π(Oθ)
′′ for all t ∈ R.
For z ∈ C, let
σz(π(A)) = ∆
izπ(A)∆−iz for all A ∈ ◦Oθ.
The one-parameter group {σt : t ∈ R} is called the modular automor-
phism group. As in [Yan10], it is not hard to obtain the formula of σt
on generators:
σt(π(sus
∗
v)) = m
it(d(v)−d(u))π(sus
∗
v). (2)
Refer to [KR97II, Str81, Tak03II] for more information on the Tomita-
Takesaki modular theory.
Identifying Oθ with π(Oθ), one obtains a C*-dynamical system (Oθ,R, σ),
or simply (Oθ, σ). The main purpose of the next subsection is to look
closer at the structure of the fixed point algebra Oσθ .
3.2. The structure of Oσθ . Recall that m = (m1, . . . , mk), where, for
1 ≤ i ≤ k, mi is the number of edges of F
+
θ of degree ǫi. Define
G = {g ∈ Zk : mg = 1}. (3)
It is easy to check that G is a subgroup of Zk. This group is important
in this section and in classifying k-graph von Neumann algebras later.
So it deserves having its own name.
Definition 3.3. The group G defined in (3) is called the intrinsic group
of F+θ .
In the following, let r be the rank of G and g1, ..., gr be the generators
of G.
Consider the set {lnmi : 1 ≤ i ≤ k}. There are two cases for this
set: it is either rationally dependent or independent.
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Suppose first that it is rationally dependent. Then it is equivalent to
mg = 1 for some g in Zk \{0}. Let us notice that for every g ∈ G\{0},
one has g+ 6= 0 and g− 6= 0.
For 1 ≤ p ≤ r, consider the generator gp. Since gp ∈ G, we have
mgp+ = mgp− .
So there is a bijection, say p (once chosen and fixed), from the subset
Λgp+ = {w ∈ F
+
θ : d(w) = gp+}
onto the subset
Λgp− = {w ∈ F
+
θ : d(w) = gp−}.
Define an operator Up in Oθ by
Up =
∑
u∈Λgp+
sus
∗
p(u),
which is easily seen to be unitary.
We now define an action ρ of the free group Fr with the generators
a1, ..., ar on F as follows:
ρap = AdUp (1 ≤ p ≤ r).
Then we obtain a C*-dynamical system (F,Fr, ρ).
If {lnmi : 1 ≤ i ≤ k} is rationally independent, equivalently, G =
{0} and so r = 0, , we make the convention that U0 = I.
The following two results generalize [Yan13, Theorem 3.1] where G =
Z(a,−b), and unifies some proofs of [Yan10, Yan13].
Proposition 3.4. Keep the same notation as above. Then
Oσθ = C
∗(X ∈ Oθ : d(X) ∈ G) = C
∗(F, U1, . . . , Ur).
Proof. Similar to the proof of [Yan13, Theorem 3.1], to show the first
“=”, it suffices to verify Oσθ ⊆ C
∗(X ∈ Oθ : d(X) ∈ G). To this
end, let us consider the generator X = sus
∗
v in O
σ
θ . Since σt(X) = X
for all t ∈ R, one has eit lnm
d(v)−d(u)
= 1 for all t ∈ R. This implies
md(v)−d(u) = 1, namely, d(v)− d(u) ∈ G, as required.
To prove the second “=”, one needs to check C∗(X ∈ Oθ : d(X) ∈
G) ⊆ C∗(F, U1, . . . , Ur). For this, take X ∈ Oθ with d(X) ∈ G and
without loss of generality assume that X = sus
∗
v. Rewrite it ‘in the
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order of a1, . . . , ar’, and then use the definition of Up’s to obtain
X = su1,1 · · · su1,n1 · · · sur,1 · · · sur,nr s
∗
v
= U1s1(u1,1) · · ·U1s1(u1,n1 ) · · ·Ursr(ur,1) · · ·Ursr(ur,nr )s
∗
v
= U1s1(u1,1) · · ·U1s1(u1,n1 ) · · ·Ursr(ur,1) · · ·Ur sr(ur,nr ) · s
∗
v · (U
∗nr
r · · ·U
∗n1
1 )
· (Un11 · · ·U
nr
r )
∈ FUn11 · · ·U
nr
r ,
where up,j ∈ Λgp+ for all 1 ≤ p ≤ r and 1 ≤ j ≤ np.
With the aid of [Hop05], the following lemma can be easily proved
as [Yan10, Lemma 4.1] where k = 2 , and so we omit its proof here.
Lemma 3.5. The following statements are equivalent.
(i) F+θ is aperiodic.
(ii) The relative commutant of F is trivial: F′ ∩ Oθ = C.
Proposition 3.6. Suppose rankG = 1. Then Oσθ is a simple C*-
algebra, which is isomorphic to the crossed product of F by Z:
Oσθ
∼= F⋊ρ Z.
Proof. If r = 0, namely, {lnmi : 1 ≤ i ≤ k} is rationally independent,
then Oσθ coincides with F by Proposition 3.4 and so clearly has all
required properties.
Suppose r = 1. Since F+θ is aperiodic, as shown in [Yan13, Theorem
3.1] using Lemma 3.5, ρ is aperiodic meaning that ρn is outer for every
n ∈ Z. Then it follows from, e.g. [Kis81], that the reduced crossed
product F ⋊ρ, r Z is simple. But since Z is amenable, one has F ⋊ρ
Z ∼= F ⋊ρ, r Z. So the universal property of F ⋊ρ Z gives the required
isomorphism by Proposition 3.4.
It would be interesting to know the dynamical system structure of
Oσθ when rankG > 1.
4. The Dixmier Property of Oσθ
In [Arc80], Archbold studied the Dixmier property of Cuntz algebras
On. But actually more was obtained there:
1 the averaging operators α
in Definition 2.6 can be chosen from Ave(On,U(X0)), where X0 is the
algebraic part of the core of On. It is this stronger property of On that
motivates this section. The aim of this section is to show that the fixed
point algebra Oσθ has a unique tracial state if either F
+
θ has the little
1This was kindly informed to the author by Professor Robert Archbold.
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pull-back property, or the intrinsic group of F+θ has rank 0. To achieve
this, we first prove that Oσθ is simple and has the Dixmier property.
However, the higher rank flavour of k-graphs causes some compli-
cation here. For instance, the degree of a standard generator of On
and 0 are always comparable; but this is not the case for k-graphs.
So it seems that some key results in [Arc80] can not be generalized
to k-graph algebras. Fortunately, in our case, we can make full use
of the little pull-back property of F+θ and the defect free property of
Cuntz-type representations to achieve our goal.
Let E be a Cuntz-type representation of F+θ . For p ∈ N
k, let Ωp be
the set of all functions from Λp, the set of all words in F+θ with degree
p, to {0, 1}, and Pp be the permutation group of Λ
p. For f ∈ Ωp and
ς ∈ Pp, define the unitary operator by
U(f,ς) =
∑
w∈Λp
(−1)f(w)Eς(w)E
∗
w,
and the averaging operator on C∗(E) via
αp(A) =
1
2mp(mp)!
∑
f∈Ωp, ς∈Pp
U(f,ς)AU
∗
(f,ς) for all A ∈ C
∗(E). (4)
As γEp in Section 2, when the operators of E are from Oθ, we use α
E
p to
denote its extension to Oθ.
4.1. Some auxiliary lemmas. In this subsection, we prove some
technical lemmas, which will be useful later.
Lemma 4.1. Let E be a Cuntz-type representation of Oθ and p ∈ N
k.
Suppose that u, v ∈ F+θ are such that u = u1u2 and v = v1v2 with ui, vi
in F+θ (i = 1, 2) and d(u1) = d(v1) = p. Then
αp(EuE
∗
v) =
δu1,v1
mp
γp(Eu2)γp(Ev2)
∗.
Proof. The following proof is essentially the same as that of [Arc80,
Proposition 2 (ii)], so we only sketch it here.
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Indeed, we have
mp αp(EuE
∗
v) =
1
2mp(mp − 1)!
∑
f∈Ωp, ς∈Pp
(∑
µ∈Λp
(−1)f(µ)Eς(µ)E
∗
µ
)
·
Eu1Eu2E
∗
v2
E∗v1 ·
(∑
ν∈Λp
(−1)f(ν)EνE
∗
ς(ν)
)
=
1
2mp(mp − 1)!
∑
f∈Ωp, ς∈Pp
(−1)f(u1)+f(v1)Eς(u1)Eu2E
∗
v2
E∗ς(v1)
=
δu1,v1
(mp − 1)!
∑
ς∈Pp
Eς(u1)Eu2E
∗
v2
E∗ς(u1)
= δu1,v1γp(Eu2E
∗
v2
)
= δu1,v1γp(Eu2)γp(Ev2)
∗ (as γp is a C*-homomorphism).
We are done.
The following lemma is really of higher rank flavour, and it is crucial
in the proof of Lemma 4.4 below.
Lemma 4.2. Let u, v ∈ F+θ be such that d(u) ∧ d(v) = 0 and p =
d(u)+d(v). Suppose that E is a Cuntz-type representation of F+θ . Then
we have the following.
(i) αp(EuE
∗
v) =
1
mp
∑
(v′,u′)∈Λmin(u,v)
γp(E
∗
v′Eu′).
Here we use the convention: if |Λmin(u, v)| = 0, then E∗v′Eu′ :=
0.
(ii) If F+θ has the little pull-back property, then
αp(EuE
∗
v) = 0 or
1
mp
γp(Eu′′E
∗
v′′),
for a unique pair (u′′, v′′) ∈ F+θ × F
+
θ with d(u
′′) = d(u) and
d(v′′) = d(v).
Proof. Suppose that E is a Cuntz-type representation of F+θ .
(i) Similar to Lemma 4.1, we prove it from the following calculations.
αp(EuE
∗
v)
=
1
2mp(mp)!
∑
f∈Ωp, ς∈Pp
(∑
µ∈Λp
(−1)f(µ)Eς(µ)E
∗
µ · EuE
∗
v ·
∑
ν∈Λp
(−1)f(ν)EνE
∗
ς(ν)
)
=
1
(mp)!
∑
ς
(∑
µ∈Λp
Eς(µ)E
∗
µ · EuE
∗
v · EµE
∗
ς(µ)
)
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We now write µ as µ1µ2 with d(µ1) = d(u) and d(µ2) = d(v). Contin-
uing above, one has
αp(EuE
∗
v)
=
1
(mp)!
∑
ς
(∑
µ∈Λp
Eς(µ)E
∗
µ1µ2
· EuE
∗
v · Eµ1µ2E
∗
ς(µ)
)
=
1
(mp)!
∑
ς

 ∑
µ2∈Λd(v)
Eς(uµ2)E
∗
µ2 · E
∗
vEu · Eµ2E
∗
ς(uµ2)


=
1
(mp)!
∑
ς

 ∑
µ2∈Λd(v)
∑
(v′,u′)∈Λmin(u,v)
Eς(uµ2)E
∗
µ2 · Eu′E
∗
v′ · Eµ2E
∗
ς(uµ2)


=
1
(mp)!
∑
ς

 ∑
(v′,u′)∈Λmin(u,v)
Eς(uv′) · E
∗
v′Eu′ · E
∗
ς(uv′)


=
1
(mp)!
∑
(v′,u′)∈Λmin(u,v)
(∑
ς
Eς(uv′) · E
∗
v′Eu′ · E
∗
ς(uv′)
)
=
1
mp
∑
(v′,u′)∈Λmin(u,v)
γp(E
∗
v′Eu′).
(ii) Suppose that F+θ has the little pull-back property. Then we have
a most one pair (v′, u′) in Λmin(u, v), and a most one pair (u′′, v′′) in
Λmin(v′, u′). Thus αp(EuE
∗
v) = γp(Eu′′E
∗
v′′) if |Λ
min(u, v)| = |Λmin(v′, u′)| =
1 and (u′′, v′′) ∈ Λmin(v′, u′), and αp(EuE
∗
v) = 0, otherwise.
For n ∈ Nk, recall that Xn is the algebraic part of the spectral sub-
space RanΦn of the gauge action of Oθ. It follows from the definition
of αp directly that Xn is invariant for αp. We record it below for later
reference.
Lemma 4.3. For p ∈ Nk and n ∈ Zk, we have αp(Xn) ⊆ Xn.
In the rest of this section, let us fix the endomorphism γp and the
averaging operator αp on Oθ as follows:
γp(A) =
∑
u∈Λp
suAs
∗
u for all A ∈ Oθ,
αp(A) =
1
2mp(mp)!
∑
f∈Ωp, ς∈Pp
U(f,ς)AU
∗
(f,ς) for all A ∈ Oθ,
where Uf,ς =
∑
u∈Λp(−1)
f(u)sς(u)s
∗
u.
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Lemma 4.4. Suppose that F+θ has the little pull-back property, and let
ǫ > 0.
(i) If A ∈ Xn with n 6= 0, then there exists α ∈ Ave(Oθ,U(X0))
such that ‖α(A)‖ < ǫ.
(ii) If A =
∑
n 6=0An in
◦Oθ with An ∈ Xn, then there is α ∈
Ave(Oθ,U(X0)) such that ‖α(A)‖ < ǫ.
Proof. Let ǫ > 0 be given.
(i) Let A ∈ Xn with n 6= 0. We divide the proof into three steps.
Step 1. Clearly, A is spanned by the standard generators susw1s
∗
w2
s∗v,
where u, v, w1, w2 ∈ F
+
θ , d(u) ∧ d(v) = 0, and d(w1) = d(w2) =: q,
say. Thanks to the defect free property of s, we can (and do) always
assume that all summands of A have a uniform such common degree
q. (Actually, one can take it as the join ∨q of q’s in the summands.)
Notice that for a fixed n ∈ Zk, the equation k − l = n with k, l ∈
Nk and k ∧ l = 0 has a unique solution k = n+ and l = n−. Thus one
can write A as follows:
A =
∑
u∈Λn+ , v∈Λn− , w1,w2∈Λq
au,v,w1,w2susw1s
∗
w2
s∗v.
For convenience, set
S := span{γq(su)γq(sv)
∗ : u ∈ Λn+, v ∈ Λn−}.
From Lemma 4.1 it follows that αq(A) ∈ A. Let us assume that
αq(A) =
∑
u,v
au,vγq(su)γq(sv)
∗,
where of course there are only finitely many coefficients au,v, which are
not equal to 0.
Step 2. Let p = n+ + n−. Applying Lemma 4.2 (ii) to the Cuntz-
type representation E1 := γq(s) and using what we obtain in Step 1,
we conclude that
αE
1
p (αq(A)) =
1
mp
γE
1
p (A1),
where A1 ∈ S and its coefficients either come from those of αq(A) or
vanish. Straightforward calculations show that
γE
1
p ◦ γq = γp+q.
Since γp+q(s) =: E
2 is a Cuntz-type representation of F+θ , applying
Lemma 4.2 (ii) again to E2 yields
αE
2
p (α
E
1
p (αq(A))) =
1
mp
αE
2
p (γ
E
1
p (A1)) =
1
m2p
γE
2
p (γ
E
1
p (A2)) =
1
m2p
γ2p(A2),
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where A2 shares the same properties of A1.
Step 3. Continuing the above process in an obvious way, we ob-
tain Cuntz-type representations E1, . . . ,En and averaging mappings
αE
1
p , . . . , α
E
n
p in Ave(Oθ,U(X0)) such that
αE
n
p ◦ · · · ◦ α
E
1
p ◦ αq(A) =
1
mnp
γnp(An),
where An ∈ S, and its coefficients either come from those of αq(A) or
vanish. Let α = αE
n
p ◦ · · · ◦α
E
1
p ◦αq, which is clearly in Ave(Oθ,U(X0)).
By the definition of αq(A), one has
∑
u,v |au,v| is finite. It follows from
the properties of An that ‖An‖ ≤
∑
|au,v| <∞ as ‖γm(susv)
∗‖ ≤ 1 for
all m ∈ Nk. Hence, when n is large enough, we have
‖α(A)‖ =
1
mnp
‖γnp(An)‖ ≤
1
mnp
‖An‖ ≤
1
mnp
∑
|au,v| < ǫ.
Here we use the facts that γnp is isometric since it is an endomorphism
on Oθ and Oθ is simple.
(ii) This is completely similar to the proof of [Arc80, Proposition
4(iii)]. Let A =
∑
n 6=0An in
◦Oθ with An ∈ Xn. We label the set of
non-zero summands {An 6= 0 : n 6= 0} of A as {A1, . . . , AL}. So L is
finite as A ∈ ◦Oθ.
By (i) above, there is α1 ∈ Ave(Oθ,U(X0)) such that ‖α1(A1)‖ <
ǫ
L
. Apply (i) above to α1(A2) by using Lemma 4.3, and we get α2 ∈
Ave(Oθ,U(X0)) such that ‖α2 ◦ α1(A2)‖ <
ǫ
L
. Continuing this way, we
obtain averaging operators α1, . . . , αL in Ave(Oθ,U(X0)) such that
‖αL ◦ · · · ◦ α1(AL)‖ <
ǫ
L
.
Hence
‖αL ◦ · · · ◦ α1(Ai)‖ <
ǫ
L
(1 ≤ i ≤ L),
as every αi is contractive. Therefore, α = αL ◦ · · · ◦ α1 belongs to
Ave(Oθ,U(X0)) and satisfies
‖α(A)‖ < ǫ,
as required.
Remark 4.5. Lemma 4.4 does not hold true in general if F+θ does not
satisfy the little pull-back property. For instance, consider a periodic
k-graph F+θ . It is shown in [DY09] that there is a central unitary
W =
∑
u∈Λa sus
∗
γ(u) in Oθ, where γ is a bijection from Λ
a to Λb with
a, b > 0 in Nk and a∧ b = 0. It is rather easy to check that α(W ) = W
for every averaging operator α. So one always has ‖α(W )‖ = 1.
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4.2. The Dixmier property of Oσθ . We already know that Oθ has
the Dixmier property since it is simple and has no tracial state (cf.
Section 2). The following shows that Oθ has a stronger property when
F+θ has the little pull-back property.
Proposition 4.6. Suppose that F+θ has the little pull-back property.
Then for each A ∈ Oθ,
{α(A) : α ∈ Ave(Oθ,U(X0))}
‖·‖
∩ CI 6= ∅.
Proof. The proof here is borrowed from [Arc80, Theorem 5]. Let A ∈
◦Oθ and arbitrarily choose ǫ > 0. It is known that A =
∑
nAn with
An ∈ Xn (cf., e.g., [DY09, Rae05]). By Lemma 4.4, there is α1 ∈
Ave(Oθ,U(X0)) such that ‖α1(A − A0)‖ < ǫ/2. Also, there is p ∈ N
such that α1(A0) ∈ Fp, which is isomorphic to MΠki=1m
p
i
. But MΠki=1m
p
i
has the Dixmier property (cf., e.g., [Arc80]). So there are λ ∈ C
and α2 ∈ Ave(Oθ,U(X0)) such that ‖α2 ◦ α1(A0 − λ)‖ < ǫ/2. Thus
‖α2 ◦ α1(A) − λ‖ < ǫ. Then apply [Arc77, Lemma 2.8] to finish our
proof.
Corollary 4.7. Suppose that F+θ has the little pull-back property. Let
A be a unital C*-subalgebra of Oθ such that X0 ⊂ A. Then A is simple
and has the Dixmier property.
Proof. Since X0 ⊂ A, clearly U(X0) ⊂ U(A). Hence the restriction
αi|A is an averaging mapping onA for every αi’s in the proof of Proposi-
tion 4.6. It follows from Proposition 4.6 that A has the weak Dixmier
property. Therefore, A is simple and has the Dixmier property by
[HZ84, Rie82] (also cf. Section 2.4),
Corollary 4.8. Suppose that either F+θ has the pull-back property, or
that the intrinsic group of F+θ has rank 0. Then O
σ
θ has a unique tracial
state.
Proof. If the intrinsic group of F+θ has rank 0, clearly the conclusion
holds as Oσθ = F by Proposition 3.4.
Suppose F+θ has the little pull-back property. On one hand, it follows
from Proposition 3.4 and Corollary 4.7 that Oσθ has at most one tracial
state. On the other hand, it is not hard to check that it has a tracial
state, which is extended from the tracial state τ of F.
5. The factoriality and type of π(Oθ)
′′
We first recall the definition of KMS-states for C*-dynamical systems
from [BR97II, Chapter 5]. Let (A,R, ̺) be a C*-dynamical system.
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The state ϕ over A is said to be a ̺-KMS state at value β ∈ R, or a
(̺, β)-KMS state, if
ϕ(AB) = ϕ(B̺iβ(A)) (5)
for all A,B entire for ρ. A ̺-KMS state at value β = −1 is simply
called a ̺-KMS state.
Recently, Huef, Laca, Raeburn and Sims [HLRS13] study in detail
the KMS states of some dynamical systems associated to arbitrary
finite k-graphs without sources. (Also refer to it for a nice introduction
to KMS states.) In particular, it is shown that if {lnmℓ : 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k} is
rationally independent, then Oθ has a unique σ-KMS state ([HLRS13,
Theorem 7.2], also see [Yan10] for k = 2). Moreover, they remark in
[HLRS13, Example 7.3] that the condition of {lnmℓ : 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k} being
rationally independent is necessary. But one should notice that the
example provided there is a periodic single vertex 2-graph. Actually, it
is the flip algebra using the terminology of [DPY08, DPY10, DY10].
The following result generalizes [HLRS13, Theorem 7.2] in the case
of single vertex k-graphs and [Yan13, Proposition 4.4]. The special case
of θ = id is proven in [Yan13] using a more direct method.
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that either F+θ has the little pull-back prop-
erty, or the intrinsic group of F+θ has rank 0. Then the state ω is the
unique σ-KMS state over Oθ.
Proof. As in [Yan10, Proposition 5.4], it is easy to see that ω is a
σ-KMS over Oθ. It is left to show that ω is the only one.
If the intrinsic group of F+θ has rank 0, namely, {lnmℓ : 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k}
is rationally independent, this case is done by [HLRS13, Theorem 7.2].
We now suppose that F+θ has the little pull-back property. Consider
the set {lnmℓ : 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ k}. Assume that it has exactly n rationally
independent elements. Clearly 1 ≤ n ≤ k as all mℓ’s are > 1. WLOG,
say lnm1, . . . , lnmn are rationally independent. Therefore, one can
simply rewrite the action σ as follows:
σt = γ(m−it1 ,...,m
−it
k
) = γ(z1,...,zn, f1,..., fk−n), (6)
where zℓ = m
−it
ℓ (1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n), and fj = fj(z1, . . . , zn) (1 ≤ j ≤ k − n)
is a T-valued function of z1, ..., zn (with rational coefficients). Since
{lnmℓ : 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n} is rationally independent, σ yields an action of T
n
on Oθ. So there is a faithful conditional expectation E from Oθ onto
Oσθ (cf. [BO08]). From Section 2, it is not hard to see that E is given
by
E(A) =
∫
Tn
γ(z1,...,zn, f1,..., fk−n)(A) dz for all A ∈ Oθ. (7)
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Now we assume that ϕ is also a σ-KMS over Oθ. On one hand, by
Corollary 4.8 we have
ϕ ◦ E = τ ◦Ψ ◦ E = ω ◦ E , (8)
where Ψ is the canonical faithful expectation of Oσθ onto F, and τ ◦Ψ is
the unique tracial state of Oσθ . On the other hand, every σ-KMS sate
is invariant with respect to σ ([BR97II]). So ω = ω ◦ σ and ϕ = ϕ ◦ σ.
It now follows from (6) and (7) that ϕ = ϕ ◦ E and ω = ω ◦ E . This
implies ϕ = ω from (8).
Remark 5.2. As in [Yan13, Lemma 4.1], every KMS state over Oθ
for σ is a σ-KMS state. One can also borrow the proof from [Yan10,
Proposition 5.4 (iii)] in the case of rational independence.
Before giving our main result of this paper, we need to introduce
more notation. Let M be a σ-finite von Neumann algebra. The Connes
spectrum S(M) is the intersection over all faithful normal states of the
spectra of their corresponding modular operators [BR97II]. A type III
factor M is said to be of
type III0 if S(M) = {0, 1};
type III1 if S(M) = [0,∞);
type IIIλ if S(M) = {0, λ
n : n ∈ Z} (0 < λ < 1).
See, for example, [BR97II, KR97II, Tak03II] for more information.
Theorem 5.3. Let G be the intrinsic group of F+θ .
(i) If rankG = 0, then π(Oθ)
′′ is an AFD type III1 factor.
(ii) If F+θ has the little pull-back property, then π(Oθ)
′′ is an AFD
type III factor. Moreover, the type of π(Oθ)
′′ is determined as
follows:
(III1) If rankG 6= k− 1, then π(Oθ)
′′ is of type III1.
(IIIλ) If rankG = k − 1, then π(Oθ)
′′ is of type IIIλ, where
0 < λ < 1 is determined by m1, . . . , mk.
Proof. By Proposition 5.1 and [BR97II, Theorem 5.3.30], π(Oθ)
′′ is
factor. Clearly, it is of type III. Since Oθ is known to be amenable,
π(Oθ)
′′ has to be AFD. Hence π(Oθ)
′′ is an AFD factor.
We now determine the type of π(Oθ)
′′. The following proof is similar
to [Yan13, Theorem 5.2]. By Corollary 4.8, π(Oσθ )
′′ is a factor (cf.,
e.g., [Was91]). It follows from [Str81, Section 28.3] that the Connes
spectrum S(π(Oθ)
′′) coincides with the spectrum Sp(∆) of the modular
operator ∆ of ω. That is, S(π(Oθ)
′′) = Sp(∆).
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(III1) Suppose that rankG 6= k− 1. Then
lnmi
lnmj
6∈ Q for some i, j. So
Sp(∆) = cl {mn : n ∈ Zk}
⊇ cl {mnii m
nj
j : ni, nj ∈ Z}
= [0,∞),
where, for a set A ⊆ R, clA means the closure of A. Hence π(Oθ)
′′ is
of type III1.
(IIIλ) Suppose that rankG = k− 1. Equivalently, one has
lnm1
lnmj
∈ Q
for 2 ≤ j ≤ k. So there are natural numbers aj and bj (2 ≤ j ≤ k) such
that m
aj
1 = m
bj
j with gcd(ai, bj) = 1 for 2 ≤ j ≤ k. Then
Sp(∆) = cl {mn : n ∈ Zk}
= cl
{
mn11 Π
k
j=2m
(aj/bj)nj
1 : n1, ..., nk ∈ Z
}
= cl
{
m
n1+
∑
k
j=2(ajnj/bj)
1 : n1, ..., nk ∈ Z
}
= cl
{(
m
− 1
b2···bk
1
)−b2···bkn1−∑kj=2 ajnjΠℓ 6=jbℓ
: n1, ..., nk ∈ Z
}
=
{
0,
(
m
− 1
b2···bk
1
)N
: N ∈ Z
}
So π(Oθ)
′′ is of type IIIλ with λ = m
− 1
b2···bk
1 .
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